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Forum

The Communist Party of China and China’S Socialist Path (4)

Editor’S notes：This year marks the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist

Party of China(CPC)．After striving for development for 100 years，the CPC has united and

led the Chinese people to open a great path，achieve unbelievable goals，forge a strong national

spirit，accumulate valuable experiences and accomplish unprecedented miracles in the history

of both the Chinese nation and human civilization．To celebrate the l OOth anniversary of the

CPC，draw experiences from the past，improve govemance and educate people，we invited

five scholars to discuss“The Communist Party of China and China’S SociNist Path”．These

scholars will share their insights on three questions：What are the main reasons of the CPC’S

successful leadership?How does Marxism work in China?Why is socialism with Chinese

characteristics the best guidance to the development of China?In these articles，scholars attempt

to summarize historical experiences，explore the laws ofhistory and inspire people to work hard

for more progresses．Thus，these articles will help US to gain many historical nourishments and

enlightenment for advancing socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era．

Research Articles

A New Understanding of the Sacrifice Performed by the Other Sons支庶within Zhou

Dynasty Patriarchies Luo Xinhui(47)

“Excluding the other sons from performing the sacrifices支子不祭”Was a rule defined

by specialists establishing etiquette ofthe Warring States Period(475-221 BC)．It main aims

were to privilege the eldest son of the official wife(嫡长)over the other sons(支庶)
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and maintain long—term order and peace within patriarchal clans．Studies of Zhou Dynasty

society have indeed revealed that“excluding the other sons from performing the sacrifices”

was a commonly enforced rule during the period．HoweveL as social mobility increased，

patriarchal clans branched out and splR．As the other sons became more influential，they

began to engage in sacrifice independently．The number of the ancestors to whom they

performed sacrifices was far extended by relinquishing restrictive bans imposed by the

etiquette books，including‘‘the other sons are not allowed to perform sacrifice to their

grandfather or deceased father．’’Nor were the other sons limited by the quota system for

ancestral temples whereby,for example，higher-level officials were allowed three ancestral

temples，while lower-level officials could build only two．Research into the real history of

“excluding the other sons from performing sacrifice’’not only reflects changes in familial

sacrificial institutions throughout the Zhou Dynasty；it also deepens understanding on

how,within the patriarchal clan system，the traditions of“loving those worthy of love’’

and‘‘honoring those worthy of honof’interacted with one another．

From District Bailiffs to Agricultural Inspectors：Historical Changes of the District

Institution during the Qin and Han Dynasties Sun Wenbo(68)

The changes of the district institution during the Qin and Han dynasties reveal the

evolution of Qin—Han governance at the grassroots level．District office(xiang guan乡

官)could refer to both district officials and their office，but not exclusively the local

elders．Due to the decentralization of local power enforced by the Qin—Han rulers，district

bailiff appeared to be more of a subordinate to the county officials than a decision—maker

on local affairs．From the Qin to early Han dynasties，the district bailiff was one of the

positions(guan官)subordinated to the county court(ting廷)；and these two agencies

constituted the SO．called ting-guan(廷一官)political paradigm at that time．During
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the early Western Han，district bailiff’S rank and salary were downgraded twice，and

divided into two categories：salaried bailiff(you zhi有秩)and bailiff(se fu啬夫)、

The salary of the latter was lower than the former．During the land and legal reforms

held in the reign of Emperor Wen，you zhi underwent several changes，after which

the shortcomings of district system began to appear．By the time of Emperor Wu，the

position of clerk(yuan掾)appeared and had gradually taken over the administrative

affairs from the hands of district bailiffs，which，in fact，could be taken as a transition of

commissioner system．The Han dynasty continued to centralize state power by exerting

greater authority over the district affairs，which was unsuccessful and finally weakened

the central authority over the districts．

How Gongsun Qing’S Stories about the Yellow Emperor Relate to“feng shan"and

Political Reforms of the Han Dynasty’S EmperorWu Guo Jinsong(89)

In 1 1 3 BC，Gongsun Qing，a fangshi(man of technique)from the Qi area in the

Western Han Dynasty,presented to EmperorWu some stories about the Yellow Emperor,

the legendary ruler of high antiquity．Those stories，though miscellaneous in content，in

fact contained precise political intentions and unique ideas about the cosmos and history

that would later play a pivotal role in Emperor Wu’S planning and implementation of the

『eng and shan sacrifices for worshiping Heaven and Earth as well as his ritual reforms

Emperor Wu’S Taichu(Grand Inception)calendar reform modelled on the Yellow

Emperor’S act of‘'predicting days by reckoning with rods”；his plan to enact the feng and

shan sacrifices built upon the prophecy that“the rise of the Han Dynasty will match the

time of the Yellow Emperor”；his inspection tours and sacrificial reforms were likewise

inspired by the Yellow Emperor’S contact with deities at famous mountains and the

building of Ming Ting(Court of Brightness)．Emperor Wu’S seemingly absurd imitation of
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the Yellow Emperor should not be interpreted as a blind，individual obsession；instead，it

was the result of an entanglement ofpolitics，faith，and discourses at the pinnacle ofpower．

Confucian Classics，Politics，and fengshui：The Formation of“Chinese Dragon Vein’’

Theory Duan Zhiqiang(1 09)

Neo—Confucian philosophers in the Southern Song Dynasty drew on the idea

of personified geography from the Weft Books(weishu)and theory of dividing all

mountains and rivers into two great parts as written by the Tang—Dynasty monk Yixing

to re—order the mountains and rivers listed in the book Yu Gong according to the

perspective offengshui and propose a centralized geographic order．Later Confucian

philosophers in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties found common ground and adapted

the order,which gradually evolved into the“Three Great Trunk Dragons’’theory that

served to justify imperial supremacy and was recognized by all social classes．Up until

the Ming and Qing Dynasties，this“Chinese Dragon Vein’’Theory was widely known

and believed．The‘‘Dragon Vein’’Theory identified where real mountains and rivers

overlapped with an imagined geography．It was not only a macroscopic geographical

idea gaining traction among the general public，but also a theory jointly invented by

the elite intellectuals and alchemists to justify the imperial supremacy．It formed from

the combination of a variety of intellectual traditions and different social strata in the

dynasty’S imperial structure．

The Intelligent Deployment of the British Embassy and Consulates in China and the

Decision--Making of the Amendments of Sino--British Treaties from 1843--1869

Zheng Binbin and Zhang Zhiyun(1 33)

Between the 1 840s and 1 860s，the intelligence deployment of the British Embassy
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and Consulates in China played a pivotal role for the British Empire’S economic

expansion and penetration into China and its decision-·making of Sino--British treaty

revisions．The Embassy and Consulates’collection and interpretation of the intelligence

about Chinese commerce and trade pushed the sphere of influence of the British Empire

from the coastal Cities to Chinese hinterland。The information about the Qing China’S

intemal affairs，furthermore，enabled the British Empire to advance their understandings

of Chinese politics．Whilst its intelligence kept accumulating，Britain’S China policy

gradually moved away from its sole economic expansion towards a more balanced

pursuit between commercial interests and diplomatic policy．This new course，gathering

intelligence，improving its China knowledge，and adjusting its policies，reflected on the

revision of Sino-British’S Tientsin Treaty during 1 868—1 869，which eventuNly enlarge the

British sphere of influence in China．Based on this experience，Britain started to change its

past method of simply exerting diplomatic pressure on the Qing government，and began

to cultivate‘‘proxies’’within the Qing government to induce the modem reforms of Qing

government and thereby serve its expansion in China．

The Partitioning of Territory and Unity of Kingdom across Generations of the

Carolingian Dynasty Li Yunfei(157)

The rulers of the Carolingian Dynasty,influenced by Frankish custom and the

precedent of the Merovingian Dynasty,tended to divide the empire among different sons

as ameans to secure the crown while satisfying individual son’S desires and governing the

empire more efficiently．Charles Martel，Pepin the Short，Charlemagne，Louis the Pious

and his three sons--seven rulers across five generations in total_一an divided and adjusted

their territory to maintain royal solidarity．The political panorama consisted of four kinds

of division--division between king and sons，between king and brothers，between king
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and nephews，as well as another mixed kind of division--and witnessed kings adopting

a11 kinds of measures to guard the unity of the kingdom．These measures included

repealing certain sons’status as heirs，forbidding the further division of sub—kingdoms，

strengthening the position of the eldest son，annexing or dividing the territories of kings

without sons，launching frequent meetings and waging allied wars against outsiders．

Thus it is shown that the division of territory does not necessarily lead to a fragmented

kingdom；on the contrary,strategic division can help maintain a kingdom’S unity

Between Legal Consensus and Popular Sovereignty：John Marshall’S American

Constitutional Jurisprudence Guo Qiaohua(1 82)

As a central figure in the Supreme Court during the early days of the United States

of America，John Marshall became Chief Justice under the background of prevalent

popular sovereignty and the bitter partisanship．During his tenure，facing inherent tensions

between the principle of legal consensus and that of popular sovereignty,he insisted on

a balance between the two，as evident in a series of landmark constitutional cases．On

the one hand，he placed certain issues of legal consensus under the judicial branch，over

which the Supreme Court had final jurisdiction．On the other hand，more disputable issues

were left to the political sphere，waiting to be settled by the legislative and executive

branches via majority opinion．John Marshall’S jurisprudence of the Constitution had a

profound influence on judicial practice in the UnRed States

HtStorical Notes

Rules and Adjustments to Vacation System for the Qing Dynasty Officials

224

Wang Rigen and Xu Jingyi(207)
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